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Education For Employment Regional Film Project Overview  
 
Date: 7 November 2019   
Proposal Deadline: 5 January 2020  
 
About EFE:   
EFE is the leading youth employment nonprofit in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA).  By 
equipping youth with the right skills and matching them to businesses that need qualified 
employees, EFE helps families, communities and companies in the region to thrive. Since 2006, we 
have connected more than 100,000 unemployed youth to the world of work while providing 3,000 
businesses with the talent they need to grow.  Over 57 percent of our graduates are young women, 
reflecting our special focus on supporting women’s entry into the workforce.  We achieve our 
impact through locally-run EFE Affiliates in Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Palestine, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia 
and Yemen, and support hubs in the USA, Europe, and the UAE. To learn more, please visit 
www.efe.org and follow @EFE_Global. 
 
Producer’s Note: 
The purpose of this project is to build a more global awareness of EFE and its success in the 
region.  This is important for both encouraging EFE enrollment and also to grow international 
donor support.  To that end, we are looking for filmmakers who have an intimate understanding of 
using this medium to tell compelling stories of how EFE is changing lives.   
 
While we want to impress EFE’s history and accomplishments to date, we believe the true 
“emotional gold” for this project lay in the countless success stories from alumni themselves.  
 
We are seeking filmmakers who can share in that vision and who can think “outside-the-box” to 
capture and deliver powerful, emotional storytelling that will move financial donors to action and 
excite MENA youth to participate.  While the document below outlines our minimum delivery 
expectations, please know that we are open to input from filmmakers on how we can shepherd this 
project to maximum success with a very limited budget.  Creative ideas are always welcome! 
 
Project Overview:  
In 2019-2020, EFE will increase awareness of its work among global (US, Europe, UAE) and Middle 
East and North Africa (MENA) donor audiences as well as the MENA general public through a 
regional film project capturing EFE’s impact, including through compelling personal stories of key 
stakeholders.  This is a dual-track project: with one production team, EFE will capture and create 
footage that enables EFE to: 

• inform US audiences of EFE’s impact to inspire donations 
• inform MENA youth of EFE’s programs to increase brand awareness and enrollment 

applications, in partnership with MBC AL AMAL (in blue).   
EFE is combining these two project elements to most efficiently use budget and staff time. 
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Deliverables: listed in order of importance 
Lengths below are approximate and can be modified within reason based on content, except for 
those noted for MBC films.  Examples films we like are included at the end of the document.    
 

• One 3 min EFE promotional film  
o This should cover a short history of EFE, how it was founded, what it does, who is 

involved and EFE’s impact  
o Purpose: inform audience of EFE’s impact and inspire donations  
o Audience: global and MENA donors, general public in MENA 
o Content: interviews of alumni, CEOs, donors and employers, infographics, call to 

action   
o Distribution: social media, fundraiser and friendraiser events  

• Three 1-3-min thematic films  
o Purpose: inform audience of EFE impact on trending issues like women; refugees; 

STEM jobs, etc or about an EFE fundraising campaign 
o Audience: global and MENA donors, influencers, employers  
o Content: interviews of alumni, CEOs, donors and employers, infographics  
o Distribution: social media, fundraiser and friendraiser events  

• Twenty 15-45s soundbites 
o Purpose: create library of soundbite content on trending issues that can be used in a 

stand-alone capacity or plugged into future campaigns   
o Audience: global donors, global media/influencers, employers   
o Content: short statements from interviews in turnkey format 
o Distribution: social media  

• One 45-60s MBC Campaign Film  
o Purpose: raise awareness of EFE’s work and attract program applicants 
o Audience: general public, MENA youth, parents  
o Content: interviews/footage of real EFE trainees/graduates and employers  
o Distribution: social media (including distribution by MBC), events 

• Three 15s MBC Campaign Shorts  
o Purpose: raise awareness of EFE’s work  
o Audience: general public, MENA youth, parents  
o Content: interviews/footage of real EFE trainees/graduates and employers  
o Distribution: social media (including distribution by MBC) 

 
Bonus Deliverable: (funding/logistics-dependent)  
 

• Four ‘behind the scenes’ clips (one per filming country) 
o Purpose: Personalize EFE and build momentum in lead-up to campaigns  
o Audience: global donors 
o Content: fun and endearing content like bloopers, outtakes, behind-the-scenes  
o Distribution: social media  

 
Vendor Requirements and Considerations: 

• Full-service approach with experience as a producer, director, writer and editor (we 
welcome ‘one person show’ with the right skills/experience) or access to a trusted team  

• Experience on projects for US audiences 
• Fluency in Arabic and English  
• Documentary film experience and/or experience preparing non-actors for filming.   
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• Experience shooting in MENA and relevant networks  
• Qualifies for relevant visas  
• Vendor will provide equipment to produce all elements of the video  
• As a nonprofit, EFE expects vendor to use cost-effective approaches  
• Stay in contact with the designated EFE staff throughout all phases of the project  

Important Notes:  
• $25,000-30,000 total budget for all activities, including travel, equipment, editorial and final 

delivery of assets. Cost effectiveness will be a major factor in vendor selection.  
• Filming must take place in Egypt, Jordan, Morocco and Saudi Arabia, at a minimum 
• Youth subjects must be EFE graduates (no actors) 
• Global films will be in English; MBC films in Arabic, all films with subtitles    
• Please account for three rounds of edits  

 
Your Application Should Include:  

1. 1 paragraph introduction explaining how you fit the ‘Vendor Requirements and 
Considerations’  

2. A short (2-3 sentence) description of your vision for each of the 5 parts of this project (the 
EFE promotional film; thematic films; short soundbites; MBC campaign film; MBC shorts) 

3. Examples/samples of past projects that are similar in scope and approach to what we seek  
4. Proposed budget, which should include a suggested work plan and breakdown of fees for 

travel, equipment rental, professional and administrative services/other expenses  
5. Proposed schedule for the project, including stages, milestones, and payments 
6. Point of contact information, including name, title, phone and email address 

Selection Criteria:  

• Fit of ‘Vendor Requirements and Considerations’ 
• Demonstrated experience in video development, production, and post-production  
• Ability to coordinate resources, equipment, and required staff for video production and 

post-production  
• Understanding of the purpose and scope of the videos  
• Original and creative vision  
• Cost-effective approaches to video production  
• Proposed price  

Submissions:  
Please submit proposals by 5 January 2020 to rfp@efe.org  

Examples:  
These films capture the tone, format or style that we like:  
 
One 3 min EFE promotional film  
• https://vimeo.com/7351545 - tells the story of the mission, impact and taking action 
• https://youtu.be/qSElmEmEjb4 - breaks stereotypes and puts real youth center stage (though 

we don’t know if humor or negative imagery is the right approach for us) 
• https://vimeo.com/185232014 - creates emotional story arc with before and after 

transformation, shows sacrifice and heartbreak for those who don’t make it 
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• https://youtu.be/D43z7kYi55I -: target audience is other youth, but we love the first-person 
perspective, authentic expression and personality  

• https://youtu.be/h88CKWRy-cE : we love the powerful imagery matched with memorable words, 
and the fact that beneficiaries are not victims in this film 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pz0ca4gD2Es Great overview of the breadth of their work, 
the impact, what it takes, and their core belief in the dignity and potential of children. We 
would prefer a narrator who is a beneficiary   

• https://youtu.be/cwqb_Kh2rV8 positives: we like that it’s very clear what the issue is and what 
Generation does about it, though it feels like a missed opportunity not to have youth speak for 
themselves.  

• https://youtu.be/LoEyd6_jztc : while we would not call this the most emotionally appealing (we 
think the UNICEF is stronger) it’s still a very clear description of what they do and why, matched 
with beautiful imagery. It feels like a building block for more creative, emotive work  

• https://youtu.be/7hZluhyA2wo –  we find this a bit long and slow-moving, but it is visually 
striking, impactful and tells a very clear story  

• https://youtu.be/1e8xgF0JtVg  - while we aren’t looking for an animated film, we like how this 
example breaks down a lot of data and dense info into a story with urgency  

 
Three 1-3-min thematic films  
• https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRmquFkia9bH5wM-XDNy_SyIylyJ1YTkU  – personalizes 

a big issue through a single story. Current EFE content.  
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqo9z3ThxUY – we like the personalized mission putting the 

beneficiaries front & center, showing what people can to do help; powerful music 
• https://youtu.be/w9Q16FOj6rw - creative fundraising concept that ‘turns the tables’ with simple 

narration and parallel footage from two sides of world; viewer feels instantly motivated to help  
• https://youtu.be/NQ0U_nEefbc - Nice example of three stories grouped together - we could take 

best practices from this (family footage, short pithy statements, home footage) for the thematic 
films  

• https://youtu.be/xDnOKqO7e78 - strong employer value proposition on film, mixing employer 
testimonials with compelling stats about performance; example for thematic film if we focus 
one on employers  

• https://vimeo.com/28104222 - a little long, but we love how the film focuses on the role of the 
donor and celebrates their contribution to the solution. We also love how clear and compelling 
the voiceover is, combining impact numbers and highlighting local leaders with a specific ‘ask’ 
for donors 

 
Twenty 15-45s soundbites 
• https://youtu.be/L8_967GnwMs / https://youtu.be/WIWz0kREhAU / 

https://youtu.be/tmynnebBRjg - set formula around a single theme and segments can be 
plugged into different campaigns.  Current EFE content. 

• https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLsgX7DowtT9ma8aO21Kz8sNhP6pMHFJXm – slices of 
larger interviews with important stakeholders  

 
One 45-60s MBC Campaign Film  
• https://youtu.be/0lBCkW9oh4w - real youth in their workplaces talking about their experience 

with clear call to action. Current EFE content. 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVPhUb1smJM – we like that this is a simple and effective 

short 
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• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3iIkOi3srLo  - we like the use of humor which might work 
especially well for youth audiences  

 
Three 15s MBC Campaign Shorts (Current EFE-MBC content) 
• https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRmquFkia9bHcZYvITpJP6YBBkGkuI-PY (25s films) - 

compact stories told by real youth with call to action  
 
 
 
 


